Disparity range for local stereopsis as a function of luminance spatial frequency.
The disparity range for stereo sensitivity was investigated with spatially filtered bars, tuned narrowly over a broad range of spatial frequencies. When measured with narrow (high spatial frequency) bars the disparity range for stereopsis exceeded two orders of magnitude. The range was reduced with broad (low spatial frequency) bars by an elevation of stereothreshold that increased according to a constant 6 deg phase disparity. The upper disparity limit also increased at broad spatial periods but at a lower rate. These size disparity correlations illustrate quantitative stereopsis along a continuum from fine to coarse disparities (+/- 2 deg). A disparity matching task revealed that greater amounts of uncrossed than crossed disparity were required to match suprathreshold disparities. The ratio of standard/matched disparity was lower in both directions for small suprathreshold disparities subtended by broad than by narrow spatial periods. This selective reduction of stereo-efficiency ratio illustrates tuning to coarse disparities subtended by broad (low spatial frequency) stimuli and accounts for the marked reduction of stereoacuity caused by spectacle blur.